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Maire is a baker with an extraordinary gift: she can infuse her treats with emotions and abilities,

which are then passed on to those who eat them. She doesn’t know why she can do this and

remembers nothing of who she is or where she came from.When marauders raid her town,

Maire is captured and sold to the eccentric Allemas, who enslaves her and demands that she

produce sinister confections, including a witch’s gingerbread cottage, a living cookie boy, and

size-altering cakes.During her captivity, Maire is visited by Fyel, a ghostly being who is

reluctant to reveal his connection to her. The more often they meet, the more her memories

return, and she begins to piece together who and what she really is—as well as past mistakes

that yield cosmic consequences.From the author of The Paper Magician series comes a

haunting and otherworldly tale of folly and consequence, forgiveness and redemption.
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AUTHORCHAPTER 1I craft influential cake.The people of Carmine don’t realize this, and for

that I’m glad. I wouldn’t know how to explain it to them, and I’m not sure they would appreciate

the truth, no matter how positive my influence.I bake inspiration into specific flavors to make it

easy for those who frequent my little bakeshop to find what they need. Those with a taste for

the olive oil cake crave strength, while those who come back for the berry tarts are,

unknowingly, seeking wisdom.Today I am mixing the batter for love, which I flavor with cocoa

beans and pepper. Love is my most popular confection, as well as my favorite to make.

Everyone deserves a taste of love. My soul drinks in a deep sense of peace as I steady the

wooden bowl in the crook of my left arm and whisk with my right, leaning against the long

counter that stretches nearly the full length of the narrow back room, lit only by sunlight.Love. I

think of the scent of corn roasting in Arrice’s oven and the perfume of sun-warmed leaves. I

imagine the soft fur of a hare under my fingers, the sound of children laughing as they clash

sticks together down the street, and Franc, Arrice’s husband, plucking the strings of his

mandolin by firelight while stars twinkle overhead. I remember warm embraces and diving into

cool ponds until my fingers brush the silky earth at the bottom. I ponder the affection between

mother and son, man and wife, friend and friend.These thoughts vibrate over my arms and

shoulders as I sprinkle salt and cream butter. I know the ingredients absorb it. I’ve witnessed

the sternest of men smile as they savored this cake. My food has been this way since I started

baking four years ago, first in dear Arrice’s kitchen, then in this small bakeshop at the end of

Wagon Way, a few blocks from the village square. I make enough to pay the rent on the shop,

and to repay what Arrice and Franc spend to keep me.I can’t explain why. All I know is that four

years have passed since I first baked something I knew to be extraordinary. Four and a half

since Arrice and Franc gave me a home. Beyond that, I don’t remember anything.There is a

gap there, though perhaps that is the wrong word. A gap insinuates that there is a beginning,

and I do not recall one. My mind is like a pan of cake torn apart by eager hands, leaving only

the outer crust. It’s strange, this story of mine. A tale that starts somewhere in chapter twenty

and ends who knows where.I force myself to release the spoon and step back from the bowl as

the thought of all of those memories hiding in the shadows of my mind sends a chill down my

skin. Squeezing my eyes shut, I try not to dwell on the who-am-I’s and what-ifs of my dark and

uncertain past. I don’t want that coldness, that emptiness, to influence my cake. I don’t want to

have to throw it out before I’ve even baked it. Arrice was once the unfortunate recipient of such



a cake, and she didn’t speak to me for two days after eating it.Slowly, surely, the chill recedes,

replaced by the heat of my awaiting oven. I smile, for smiling instantly brings me cheer.It’s not

so terrible. I remember the more important things, like my name, and I’m fairly certain of my

age. I also remember arithmetic and baking and everything else a person needs to get by. I did

try to bake a cake of memory once, and while it was sweet and tangy, it did nothing but fill my

belly. I suppose I can’t bake what I don’t have.My heritage is uncertain. My eyes are pale

enough to perhaps dub me a Runian, though my skin is too dark, and I don’t know why I would

have walked far enough to end up in Carmine, where memory catches up for me. It would be a

two-month journey, at least. A merchant once asked me if I were from a place called Andorra

across the channel, so perhaps I hail from there, though Andorra is even farther. While I have

never admitted it out loud, I desperately hope I am not from either of those places. Knowing my

family—whoever they are—could be so far away makes it difficult to hope.I’d like to think I’m

from Carmine, or somewhere in the Platts. I consider this as I sweep batter from bowl to pan,

dipping in my knuckle to sneak a taste. I look like Carmine: my skin matches the ruddy, rust-

tinted soil of its earth after a hearty rain. My hair is a darker shade of the same color. Arrice

was the one who first pointed it out to me, though she and the others in the area have much

paler complexions. Even the larger city-state of Amaranth, which Carmine belongs to, has very

few people who look like I do.“Is it hot enough, Maire?” Arrice asks, arranging the last of the

eggs in the basket atop the counter where my petit fours and biscuits are displayed in the

square front room. Thrice a week she brings extra eggs in to sell, along with bowls of whatever

vegetable is currently abundant on the farm. Today there are radishes and carob, the latter of

which I use in cookies of luck and fortune.I crack the oven door a hair and close my eyes,

feeling the heat of it on my face. “Mm,” I say in confirmation, then slide the pan in. I add an

extra quarter log to the fire.I clean up my small workspace and slice into another cake cooling

on the end of the counter—this is a lavender cake, one that I infused with hope. Lavender

cakes take me the longest to bake. They always make me wistful, which slows my hands and

induces daydreams of faraway places I’ve never been. Or, at least, places I think I’ve never

been.It’s after I take the confection to the front of the shop and set it beside its foxberry

counterpart that I hear the heavy wheels of a wagon roll outside. I glimpse out the windows,

between the drawn lace curtains Arrice herself stitched together, but it is no customer of mine.

The bulky wagon outside looks like a tradesman’s, complete with a large cab guarded by

chains and locks. He’s pulled up to visit either the cobbler next door or the blacksmith a few

doors down.What draws my eyes is not the armored vehicle, but the man sitting at the end of it.

He struggles down from his narrow seat. Even through the wall, I hear the clank of his chains

when he lands on the road. He wears no manacles about his wrists, but they carry the print of

them, the skin worn nearly to rawness. He is a slave, shirtless and whip-scarred. He has the

build of a man meant to be strong, but his muscles have been starved and his shoulders seem

almost too heavy a load for his torso to bear.Arrice notices, too, and meets my eyes, frowning.I

shiver despite the warmth of my oven-heated shop. I wonder how the slave met with such a

fate. Was he born into it? Stolen from another city-state over the mountains and sold? Perhaps

he came from across one of the isles, a refugee from an unknown war, easily taken.I rub my

arms until the prickling sensation ceases. There have been wars between city-states to the

north, as well as rumors of raids in the Platts. Tomorrow I will bake more cakes of hope and

serenity.Rolling my lips together, I turn from the window and look over my shelf. I have no

cookies of luck, but I doubt they’d be of much help to a slave anyway. I hurriedly decide on a

chocolate petit four made last night—a small, square-cut piece of cake coated in a hard vanilla

glaze. A cake I made while thinking of Arrice and rain and the touch of Cleric Tuck’s hands.



Love.Palming the sweet, I glance out the window once more to get a look at the wagon’s

owner, but I see no one nearby. I slip out the door and approach the slave, who stands half a

head taller than me. I try not to stare at the circular brand burned into the center of his chest.I

offer him the confection. “It isn’t much, but take it,” I say.He eyes me, brow skewed. I can tell

he’s been in servitude for a long while.I offer him a smile. Trust me, I will him, though I know

people don’t heed me like my baked goods do. “I promise it will make a difference.”Hesitant, he

lifts a hand and takes the bite-sized cake from my palm. After studying it for long enough for

the glaze to absorb his fingerprints, he places the petit four into his mouth and chews

deliberately.“Gods watch over you, my friend,” I offer, touching three fingers to my forehead. I

hurry back inside before the stranger’s master can spy me. I hear him outside my window a few

moments later, and when I peek through the curtains, the slave stands a little straighter, a

slight smile on his lips.This is why I rent a shop in the village center, and why I am so intimate

with my baking. Regardless of my shadowy past, I know this is what I was created to do. My

heart swells to see the difference my treat has made to his broken countenance.“You shouldn’t

do that,” Arrice says once the wagon pulls away, “but I’d have done the same.” She wipes her

hands on her apron before tugging it off her wide hips. She means the law, of course. Feeding

a slave without his owner’s permission is a fineable offense, and we couldn’t afford their price.

But Arrice’s heart is far softer than my own. It’s the reason she took in a stray like myself.She

reaches into her pocket for her coin purse, and as she counts its meager contents, she says,

“I’m off to the mercantile. I think I’ll go home after, before my knees give out on me again.” She

pulls away from the purse to rub the base of her spine. “Don’t wait until sunset to walk home,

Maire. I worry about you.”I nod. Another man approaches the shop and holds the door open for

her as she leaves. His work boots are caked with mud. He takes a step into the shop before

noticing and immediately steps back out to shake the wet earth free. Upon reentering, I notice

the sling over his back, upon which are tied two hens with broken necks. I try not to cringe at

the sight of them. They’ll make him and his family a hearty meal, but I cannot help seeing them

as a void where life once thrived. I’ve eaten meat only once, and when I learned of it, I emptied

my stomach into the latrine.Behind him toddles a boy no more than three years of age, who

holds the base of the sling. I smile at him.“Hello.” I clasp my hands in front of me. “You’ve come

here before, yes?” I recognize the child, though I don’t think he and his father live in Carmine.

Sienna, perhaps.“Indeed I have,” the man replies with a grin. He glances over my selection.

“Could you bag three honey biscuits and a half dozen of those eggs for me?”Nodding, I hurry

behind the shelves to grab a long strip of cloth to bind the eggs. He hands me a small satchel

already containing cheese, a book, and a compass, and I arrange the eggs and biscuits atop it.

With permission, I hand the little boy a petit four. He examines the treat closely before shoving

it into his small mouth all at once. I laugh. Had I children of my own, they’d all be roly-poly and

stout, I’d feed them so much.The father hands me two coins—I don’t charge much beyond the

cost of ingredients—and heads for the door.I have a few more customers that day, including the

cobbler from next door, who often comes in for a treat after his lunch hour. I sell him a slice of

lavender cake as the chocolate one cools. When I cut the chocolate, I take a sliver for myself,

feeling its caress as it travels down my throat and swirls in my stomach, like I’ve swallowed a

dance. It warms me to my fingertips and toes.To avoid missing any stray customers, I close

shop a little after the cobbler does. It’s before sunset, so at least Arrice won’t worry. Before

leaving, I toss the confections that are growing stale into a small satchel to take home. Cleric

Tuck takes the fresher bits to the unfortunate within the city. Whatever is left after that I either

snack on myself or feed to the birds and tree squirrels.I take a deep breath once I’m outside.

The air smells of faraway rain and forest, a mixture of a dozen different leaves fresh and



decaying. To me, this is Carmine. I relish it, saving the feeling for a later creation. Peace,

perhaps. Or maybe something that simply tastes like home.The walk to Arrice and Franc’s farm

is a long but simple one, comprised of three straight lines. The first is littered with shops and a

few houses. The second cuts through a bit of forest and opens onto swaths of long, yellow

grasses and larger homes. The third curves back south, where the farms begin, and shapes a

fertile bowl of soil, edged by distant pine forests and the far-off Shadow Peaks.It’s on the

second line, near the shrine to Strellis, that I see a glimmer of white, like the ripple of light on

the surface of a brook. It emanates from a personage I’ve never before beheld—a man, judging

from his size, looming far off in the yellow grasses beyond the settled property, his back turned

toward me. I can see the edges of the pine forest through his torso, as though he were a

ghost.My stomach tightens, and a surge of something rises up in me. Not fear, but it moistens

my palms and quickens my heart. It tugs on the muscles in my legs, urging me to run to him

and see his face. He’s nearly as clear as glass, and his feet don’t touch the earth. Something

bows outward from his arms. He can only be a spirit, some sort of lost soul, perhaps searching

for a lost home.I blink, and the apparition disappears. I blink again, clearing my vision, and step

to the side of the road, squinting over the grass. I’ve had too much sugar today, perhaps, or

maybe I’ve simply spent too long on my feet. My pulse thumps in my head. A long drink of

water should do me right.The uneasiness—the strange eagerness—inside my chest is slow to

dissipate, and I rub a spot between my breasts, trying to calm it.“Maire.” A warm hand takes my

arm and turns me about, and I find myself face to face with Cleric Tuck. He’s a handsome man,

pale of skin and dark of everything else. Even the navy cloth that sweeps over his shoulders is

dark, marking him as a religious devotee. His face is clean shaven—I’ve never seen it otherwise

—and comes to a point at his chin, above which rest pale and full lips. He’s only a fraction older

than myself, or how old I think I am, six years short of thirty.A warm sort of shiver courses up

my arm at his touch, at the subtle sensation of skin on skin.He says, “You look surprised.”I

glance over his shoulder to the small shrine ahead, where Cleric Tuck both lives and works.

Had I reached it already? I daresay he’s learned my schedule and knows when to wait outside

for my passing.I hand him the bulk of my leftovers with little thought. “I thought I saw a spirit,” I

say, turning and pointing across the wide fields. “Over there.”Cleric Tuck cranes up and peers in

that direction, a small smile touching his lips. “I see no spirits. They would not harm you even if

they existed. Are you on your way home?”I nod, hiding a frown at his use of existed. Cleric Tuck

has a habit of being dismissive, but he’s pretty enough company that I usually don’t mind. He

starts down the road, offering his elbow. I take it and follow.“Much excitement at the shop?” he

asks.“No, rather the opposite. I’ve no good stories for you today.” My fingers crinkle his sleeve.

This is a familiar place for them to be, and the contact alleviates the tight feeling in my chest. I

don’t dwell on it. Seeing a spirit, imaginary or not, is enough to put anyone into a strange

humor.“Perhaps just out of sorts?”I glance at him, lifting one eyebrow. “I very well could have

seen a spirit.”“I don’t think so, Maire.”“Arrice thinks they’re real.”He smiles again, though this

time the expression feels fatherly, and I want to bat the thing right off his face. He pauses

beside the narrow path leading to the stone shrine. “Why don’t you come in for a moment, clear

your head? I have tea that isn’t too cool.”My hold on his arm slackens as I peer toward the

shrine. It’s not the only one in Carmine. They’re everywhere, though many don’t have their own

home or their own cleric. There are many gods, or at least that’s what I’ve been told, and

knowing which one to worship at which time has always been a puzzle to me. From where I

stand, the inside of Cleric Tuck’s shrine looks shadowy and dark, and it summons an

uneasiness in me similar to how I felt after seeing the spirit, only sour. Like there’s a bubble

surrounding the squat building and blowing outward, physically pushing me away.In the past



four and a half years, since my current memory pieced itself together, I’ve never stepped foot in

a shrine. Not in Cleric Tuck’s, and not in anyone else’s. I’ve never had the desire, despite Cleric

Tuck’s frequent attempts to spark one within me.“I’ll pass today.”Cleric Tuck frowns, but he

shouldn’t be surprised. He starts walking again, and I push against his arm, urging his steps a

little quicker. He says, “Strellis watches over us, Maire.”“I know.” He always tells me that Strellis

is a god devoted to justice, to turning away bandits, to taking from the rich and giving to the

poor. I’ve heard him speak of the god many times, with much repetition, and I don’t care to

hear it again. Cleric Tuck’s is the only full shrine in Carmine, though the governor worships

Gandant, a god devoted to family and longevity or something of the sort. I have a hard time

keeping track of the hundreds of deities that roam our heavens.Unfortunately, he doesn’t seem

to sense this in my voice, for he starts telling me how the rain earlier in the season was a gift

from Strellis, though Franc would outright disagree with him. I mute the words and look out over

the fields, ignoring the impulse to take a final glance over my shoulder.“And what does he look

like?” I interrupt, picturing the white spirit.“Well, I think,” he begins, and launches into an

abstract description that doesn’t fit the personage I thought I saw. Perhaps Cleric Tuck is right,

and I imagined the man in white. I let out a long breath.When we reach the house, Cleric Tuck

drops his elbow, letting his hand slide down my forearm until his fingers clasp mine. He holds

them for a brief moment before releasing me, and my hand feels a little colder when he

does.“Thank you for the escort,” I say, wondering if he’ll kiss me, but his eyes glance up at the

house behind me, lingering on its well-lit windows, and I know, with some disgruntlement, that

he won’t.“Lock your doors, Maire,” he says, leveling his dark stare at me. His irises are perfectly

circular and almost the same color as his clothes. I can barely tell where his pupils mark them.I

let a smirk turn my lip. “Oh? Do I need to worry about certain men breaking in?” But the look he

gives me is all serious, and my words lose their fervor, my lip its quirk.He takes a deep breath.

“Only rumors. You know there’s been activity about the Platts.”“Not in Carmine.”“Pray to Strellis

it stays that way.” He nods his head. “Until tomorrow.”His navy clothes sweep around him when

he turns, and he walks back toward the shrine with long, determined strides.“Was that Cleric

Tuck again?” Arrice asks as I help her clear away dinner dishes. Franc settles into his

ramshackle chair by the fireplace, pulls his mandolin from its leather case, and tunes the

strings with calloused hands.I’m surprised she’s asking me now, instead of when I came inside,

when Cleric Tuck was still visible on the road. It takes me a moment to realize she waited for

Franc’s benefit.I roll my eyes. “Why yes, Arrice, that was Cleric Tuck. And it was Cleric Tuck

yesterday as well.”“Awfully nice of him to walk you home so often.” Arrice looks at her husband

as she says this, not at me, though Franc’s eyes are settled on the mandolin.“He enjoys the

exercise,” I say, retrieving my satchel. I pull out a caramel and offer it to Franc.Franc winces.

“Not another one.”“What? You haven’t had one today.”“You’ll make my tongue sore. Put it

away.”I smile and take a bite of the caramel, only just soft enough not to hurt my teeth. By

tomorrow it will be too hard, I’m sure. The sweetness makes me grin, and I stifle a laugh with

my knuckles. Ah, yes. I was feeling silly when I made these.I tuck away the other half of the

caramel. It will do me no good to be silly for Arrice’s interrogation.“He’s a fine young man,”

Arrice says.“Yes,” I agree, “and he’s quite upright and undoubtedly fertile.” Curse you,

caramel.“Maire!”I straighten, lick my lips, and say, “Well, that’s what you’re thinking, isn’t

it?”Arrice shakes her head as she pulls her apron off her hips. I’ve never taken to aprons. The

stains of egg and imported cocoa on my shirt say as much. “No need to be so blunt. But yes,

that’s what I’m thinking. I know you like him.”“I do like him,” I say, and a silly sort of warmth

blooms behind my navel and branches outward, seeking some escape. I do like him. I like the

way his arm feels under my hand and the way his mouth moved against my neck when he



walked me home especially late last week, though we’ve not taken the opportunity to repeat

that intimacy since. I feel my cheeks heat and turn away to hide their color.“Once was a maid

who lost her shoe,” Franc sang from the hearth, his fingers plucking expertly at the mandolin

strings, “and didn’t know quite what to do.”“Let’s have him over for dinner, then,” Arrice says.I

hesitate to answer. For some reason the idea of Cleric Tuck sitting across the dining table from

me, integrating even more into my life, makes my stomach tighten. I rub a knuckle into it and

sort my thoughts, but I can’t think of why it would hurt, so I nod and slink into one of the kitchen

chairs to listen to Franc’s song. I like to imagine what it would have been like to be a child in

their home, growing up with their boys, who could have been my brothers. Arrice and Franc

have two sons—three, once—but both have since moved away from home. One took to

seafaring and is never in the same place twice. I’ve never met him, only read his letters. The

other married and moved to a mining town in the Shadow Peaks, but he usually visits home

once a year for Winter Festival. The one who visits looks a lot like Franc and therefore isn’t

nearly as kind on the eyes as Cleric Tuck. I assume the seafarer’s appearance is quite the

same.“She had a prince atop the stair,” Franc continues, his voice old but well tuned, just like

the mandolin. Arrice and I stop talking so we can enjoy Franc’s quiet singing. “When she ran,

he wondered where. Followed a trail of pumpkin seeds and found her kneeling in the reeds. ‘I

have no dowry, kindest sir,’ she said with cry and shudder. Only but the second shoe, pinned

with silk dyed ocean blue.”I wonder if I used to sit about a house like this one with my own

family, listening to my father sing, or maybe my mother. Perhaps none of us were musical and

we read instead, fairy tales or poetry or stories of our making. Then again, maybe it was only

me, with one parent or the other, and instead of gathering around a fire we sat out in the night,

listening to the song of crickets and owls, accompanied by the percussion of mice feet.The

frosted edges of that empty space push against the back of my eyes, sending waves of

gooseflesh down my arms.“The prince was so overcome, he’d not share her with anyone,”

Franc continues to sing. “‘I’ll take your shoe, and then your hand. Together we shall rule the

land.’”Franc plucks a few chords, but the music never stops, only changes keys as he launches

into another song. I creep close to the fire, letting its heat eat away at the cold clinging to my

skin, and watch it leap and spin atop its quartered logs.Arrice’s knees are behaving

themselves, so she decides to walk with me to the bakeshop in the morning. After I snip mint

and basil from the herb garden—I often use mint for mental clarity and basil for confidence—

we trek the three roads to Wagon Way.“I’m seeing Luce about that print today,” she says,

reassembling yesterday’s eggs and vegetables in a more visually appealing manner as I stoke

the fire in my small oven.“I’m not wearing it, Arrice,” I call out, coughing a little as old soot flies

from yesterday’s embers.“You’ll look good in a skirt, Maire,” she insists. “I’m making it, and

you’ll wear it, and Cleric Tuck will think you look good in it, too.”I laugh and shut the oven door,

brushing my hands off on my slacks before noticing and frowning at the blank fingerprints over

my pockets. “Perhaps I should use an apron, after all.”Arrice clicks her tongue. “Take care. I’ll

see you tonight.”I wave as she leaves and then pull out my ingredients. Thinking of the slave

and his quiet smile, I start a lavender batter to add to yesterday’s batch. I crack eggshells and

measure sugar, thinking about round bellies filled with life, the first spark of a fire, my fingers on

Cleric Tuck’s arm. I may not know entirely what I hope for from him, but there is hope

nonetheless, and I direct the fancies through my arms and into spoon and bowl, sneaking a

taste with my knuckle before plopping it into the oven.Next I fill a bowl with oil, flour, a pinch of

salt. I take two iron knives and cut the pastry dough, back and forth, back and forth. My mind

flutters from one idea to the next. Maybe I should make my tart of strength, infusing it with vigor

by focusing on the pull in my biceps as I cut and cut and cut the dough. Or maybe I should do



something lighter, such as cheer, or something new, like nostalgia. Then again, part of me

wishes to be daring, to think of passionate things, of warm caresses in the night and

newlyweds and Cleric Tuck’s lips on my neck.I turn the bowl and begin cutting the dough anew,

but a movement at the corner of my vision brings me to a halt. Turning, I look down to see a

rather large cockroach scuttling away from my feet.“And how did you get in, hm?” I ask,

glancing at the closed window in the back room where I bake. I pinch a piece of dough

between my fingers and crouch to offer it to the bug, but it’s disinterested and hurries for the

crack between the bottom cabinets and the floor.I press a hand to the floor in front of it. It

studies me with its antennae for a moment before veering away, so I cage it between my

fingers and hustle to the front door, which I open with my shoulder. A man on horseback rides

down the lane, but as soon as he’s passed, I jog across the dirt road toward the canal. I step

across the short bridge and into the small wooded area that separates the village center from

the farmlands.I kneel and open my hands. The roach scampers away from the salt of my skin,

antennae twitching as it disappears between the long strands of grass.It’s when I stand that I

see him ahead of me, hovering in the grove of trees. Their leaves filter the sunlight into wide

beams, but the bands of light pass right through him, as though he were nothing more than a

shadow.That strange sensation returns, quickening my heart, prickling my fingers.Blinking to

ensure I do see him, I step forward, careful to avoid the roach’s path. He has a man’s shape,

yes, but strange wings stem from above either elbow. Narrower than a bird’s, they seem to be

shaped from sunlit water rather than feathers. He hovers a few feet above the ground, yet the

wings don’t flap, nor do they look large enough to support him.His clothing is of a strange cut

and almost entirely white—white lapels, white sleeves, white slacks and shoes. His hair is

white, and his skin is quite pale as well. And yet—yes—he is translucent. The light passes

through him, and I see a vague outline of the other side of the grove beyond his form. My

breath catches. What sort of ethereal creature is this, haunting these sparse woods in the full

light of day?A sudden coolness runs through my limbs and pinches my throat. I take a step

back. I didn’t think I made a sound, but he notices me then, and his eyes—I can’t describe his

eyes. They are a color I have never before seen. I can only say they are pale like the rest of

him.Those eyes droop for half a breath before growing wide and round. He zooms forward so

quickly I lose sight of him. I stumble back from the woods’ edge, my heart in my throat as he

appears before me, his face close to mine. His hands jut forward as though to grab my

shoulders, but he is as ephemeral as a specter, and they pass right through me.“Your name!”

he shouts, breathless. “Your name, tell me your name!”I reach out to grasp something—

anything that can steady me—but my hands meet only empty air. I trip over myself and drop to

one knee.“Please!” he cries.I stare into those eyes, those strange eyes, and slowly rise. “I-It’s

Maire,” I croak.The ghost leans away. His eyes roll back as he closes them, and a breath I

cannot feel escapes his chest. “You have not forgotten,” he says, his voice smooth and . . . I’m

not sure. He doesn’t have an identifiable accent, but his voice is different nonetheless. “Thank

the gods. There is still time.”“Forgotten?” I repeat, and the yawning gap in my mind swallows

me, freezing the blood in my skin even though my belly burns hotter than an oven. “You know

my name? You know who I am?”Before he can reply—before I can ask more—a blast of

shrieking birds and breaking branches assaults my ears. I hesitate to break away from this

man-spirit, from his strange words and the twisting sensation they incite in me, but the cries

are sudden and coarse, dangerous. I sprint back toward the bridge and look out over the

woodlands. An enormous murder of crows rises into the sky, raining leaves and feathers all

about them, cawing and clawing at the blue.The ethereal creature turns and peers west, but

not at the crows. A frown twists his lips, and his hands form hard fists at his sides. He says



something that sounds like a curse in tone, but I can’t pick out its phonetics.“What?” I ask, my

now-cold fingers clutching for my chest, though I’m not sure from where my heart is beating.He

looks at me, sorrowful, but with a hardness to his pale lips and eyes. He is more difficult to see

now, as though he’s become more of a mirage than a spirit. “I cannot save you from this.”I

shake my head. “What do you mean?”He says only one word before fading into the ether:

“Run.”CHAPTER 2The crows fly overhead, turning into dark, fleeing specks. I rush forward to

the space the ghost had filled and pass my hand through it. I feel nothing.“Wait!” I cry, but no

trace of him remains.The heavy chimes of shrine bells ring, pulsing through my torso like a

second heartbeat. I hold my breath.Then I hear the screams.My heart leaps into my throat as I

run back over the bridge and to the lane, peering west. The mercantile is that way. Arrice. I

sprint down the road, moving between the ruts made by wagon wheels. A few of the men in our

small militia run from houses and storefronts half-armed. Beyond them a cloud of red dust

grows as a storm, bolstered by the thunder of hundreds of horse hooves. People run before it,

flying into buildings, falling to the ground.My hands and face turn cold. Marauders. Bandits in

Carmine.I heed the ghost and run back for my shop.The marauders ride horses. They pour into

the village like water into sand, penetrating it from all angles. Their mounts are all colors and

sizes, but every rider looks the same—dark clothed and bareheaded, black sashes tied over

their noses and mouths. One of them gallops faster than the rest until he is nearly beside me.

He draws a rusted sword from a sheath strapped to his saddle.I gasp and trip over my own

heels, but the earth rises to meet me as I fall. My palms slam into the packed red soil, which

surges up like an ocean wave, rolling until the soil can no longer hold its shape. I fall with the

dust and topple to the side of the street, dirt raining over me. Pebbles bite my hot skin, and I

cough, desperate for air, and scrabble to my feet. My mind is gone. There is only heat and

heartbeat and perspiration burning my eyes, and the thundering of hooves from every

direction, echoing off buildings and trees and my chest. The rolling ground has blocked me

from the first marauder, but more come, the thunder of their charge ringing in my ears.I pick

myself up and run, run, run until I reach the shop. I throw myself inside and slam the door.

Race for a sack of flour and a cistern to barricade it, though I know it’s barely anything in terms

of protection. My hands shake as I shove them into place. Fire licks my throat.I flee to the back

of the small space. There is no back door, only my countertop, stove, cabinets, and the window.

I see brown-clad marauders through the pane, and their silhouettes sear the backs of my

eyelids.The air is too thick. The oven churns it hot. I can’t breathe.The glass at the front of the

shop shatters. I cry out. My body shudders as I drop to the cupboards beneath the counter and

fling them open, pulling out pans and bowls until there is a space large enough for me to fit

inside. I crawl into the opening and shut the door as best as I can. Shaking arms pull my knees

to my chest, and tears soak my trousers. Another window breaks, and every shard of falling

glass echoes on the underside of my skin. Sweat slicks my short hair to my face as someone’s

fists pound at the door. I grit my teeth and squeeze my eyes shut. Can’t breathe, yet maybe

that’s for the best. I can’t scream if I can’t breathe.I hear them inside my shop, overturning

goods, talking to one another in harsh, clipped words. There are cries outside my windows.

The scent of burning cake seeps into the cracks around the cupboard doors. I do not move

from my space; I cannot move from my space. Not even when the marauders leave. Not even

when they return hours later, ransacking whatever goods they haven’t already destroyed. They

pillage my shelves, then open every cupboard until they find mine.A man twice my size seizes

my arm and drags me into the street. I fight him, screaming and raking my nails over his skin.

He hits me with something—the hilt of a knife, perhaps—and my vision seesaws. He drags me

to the village square, half by my elbow, half by my hair, tearing my trousers over rock and road



the whole way. I try to wrestle away, but it rips hair from my scalp, and I see his sword in my

face, feel its blade against the side of my nose. Fresh corpses litter porches and alleyways,

militia and not. My stomach clenches, and bile burns up to my tongue and back down again.

My vision grays and clears, grays and clears.The marauder releases me in a cluster of other

townsfolk just off center of the town square. I count them, desperate to identify familiar faces.

None of them is Arrice’s. None of them is Franc’s. We total a baker’s dozen.Four marauders,

black from the bridge of their noses to their feet, surround us. They bear blades of different

sizes and makes. One has a short spear fastened to his back, and another has a round

weapon I’ve never before beheld on his belt. Somewhere behind me, a man screams a high,

wet sound. I shut my eyes and cover my ears with my hands. Don’t turn around. Don’t turn

around.I know who it is, though, because the woman beside me screams and leaps to her feet,

widemouthed, running to her beloved. I know she has no brothers, only a husband. The

marauder with the spear strikes her down, and only my own tears save me from the full brunt

of the murder. I bite down on my own scream, not wanting my blood to mingle with hers. Not

wanting these men to kick me out of the way as though I were a broken doll, the way they do to

her.Three more marauders approach our huddle as the sun begins to set, throwing two more

men into our ranks. Both look close to me in age. Of all of us, Barre—the man who runs the

smithy near my shop—is the oldest at thirty-five. The youngest is—The thought flees as I

recognize the bloody face of one of the men and gasp. “Tuck!” I whisper, hoarse.The spear-

carrying marauder turns toward me, and I huddle down, hiding my face in my hands, waiting for

a blow. I don’t hear it. Smoke wafts into my nostrils as the guards light torches. I lift my head to

see Cleric Tuck lying on his back near me, his eyes closed, blood from his nose streaking his

chin and cheeks.I hold my breath, searching for his. Cry tears of relief when I see his chest rise

and fall.“Cleric Tuck,” I whisper, so quietly even I can barely hear it. I eye the two guards

nearest me and inch forward on my knees, swallowing. I reach out a hand and touch his black

hair. “Tuck.”He groans. His eyelids flutter, but when he looks at his surroundings, there’s no

recognition in his gaze.Two rough, peachy-toned hands grab my shoulders and haul me back.

A scream dies in my throat, and I kick out as the grip tugs me away from the group. I drop

down to my knees, and a third hand shoves my head forward while a fourth and fifth tie fraying

rope around my wrists, pinning them to the small of my back. The hand on my head shoves me

onto my side, cracking my head on the cobblestone of the square, and two of the marauders

go back to the circle for Barre. The blacksmith is larger than both of them but doesn’t struggle

when they bind him. He doesn’t want to die, either.Strellis, anyone, help us, I pray, closing my

eyes and thinking against the throbbing in my skull. My prayer feels weak and heavy, like it hits

a glass wall not far above my beaten form.They tie Cleric Tuck last. I keep my head down but

peer through my hair to watch him. He’s conscious, but he’s been bloodied up more than most

of us. The other marauders circle us like vultures, weapons drawn. They mumble to each other,

pointing at one person or another. Cleric Tuck raises his head and meets my eyes, then looks

away.The men don’t sleep, if they’re even men at all. I don’t rest, either, though when dawn

nears and more of the bandits arrive in Carmine, bearing with them loot and iron cuffs, I wish I

had. They loose our ropes and cuff our wrists and ankles together, then bind us to their horses.

I’m tied to a saddle with two other women. One is a farmer’s daughter, the other the governor’s

wife. Cleric Tuck is fastened to one of the larger horses with Barre. He glances around, the

blood on his face dried and sticky. He meets my eyes. There are words in his gaze, but I don’t

understand them, and the warhorse stalks away, dragging Cleric Tuck with it.The thieves do not

speak to us, do not comment on the tears streaming down my face. Another woman tied to a

different horse begins to wail. They do not kill her, but they beat her. I squeeze my eyes shut,



but the shackles around my wrists make it impossible to cover my ears. With each heavy, fleshy

thump, with each startled cry, I think, Stop, stop, stop, but they don’t, and I’m too much of a

coward to voice the plea.A bandit mounts the horse I’m tied to and kicks it into a pace I can

barely maintain. The governor’s wife stumbles more than once. I try to offer my elbow, but she

can’t get ahold of it. Not with the cuffs.As we move, I glance about desperately, forcing myself

to examine the corpses we pass, trying to peer into dark windows to see if any surviving eyes

peer back at me, and there are a few. None match Arrice and Franc. I should be glad for it, at

least as far as the dead go.I glance back toward the stretch of woodland, where the white spirit

told me to run. I pray to the gods for Arrice and Franc, then am forced to face forward or risk

being dragged.I know these men will not stop long enough for me to find my feet again.The

marauders move quickly despite the protest of the horses and their tethered load. The iron

cuffs about my wrists dig into the base of my hands when my feet grow too heavy to keep

pace, marking dark crescents of blood and blister. I’ve found that if I keep my tears silent and

my moans quieter than the steps of the horses, my newfound captors don’t pay attention to me.

I can’t always keep Cleric Tuck in view—his horse tends to lead the group, and the marauders

are many—but he seems to have learned the trick as well. When I do spy him, I don’t see any

new bruises or cuts along his body, minus the marks left by the cuffs. He hasn’t been beaten a

second time . . . yet.I wonder if the shrine on the outskirts of Carmine was one of the first

buildings to face the attack, like the farms and my shop. If its stone walls weren’t sturdy enough

to keep the bandits out. I wonder if Cleric Tuck was overpowered in a fight, or if he hid from

them as I did. He wouldn’t be this bloodied had he merely surrendered.I stumble again, hiss as

the cuffs dig into the raw stripes of my wrists, and force my knees up. This is why the bandits

only take those strong in body, I realize. Others, like Arrice, would never survive this trek. They

wouldn’t be sellable.My stomach sinks into my pelvis, and despite my thirst, new tears spring to

my eyes. I don’t know why I didn’t realize it before, but we’re to be made slaves. If I’m forced

into slavery—if my freedom is forfeit—I’ll never be able to search for them. My missing family.

My heritage. My self. I’ve searched for four years without finding so much as a clue, but if these

bandits keep me in chains, I will never find one.Except, I think, the ghost.He knows my name.

How? Who is he? He is insubstantial—a spirit, a specter, a shade—but perhaps I knew him

before he died. I try to picture his face, his odd-colored eyes. Try to remember, but the vacant

expanse beneath my skull only grows darker, and all thought disappears when the cuffs dig

into my flesh once more.I watch the peach-skinned marauders as we travel; they’re easier to

behold than the other captives. They fidget constantly. They look over their shoulders and

demand silence from us. My shoulders bear two stripes already for trying to reason with my

captor. The farmer’s daughter who is tied behind me said the first stripe was for speaking, the

second for sounding too much like a real person. She herself bears three stripes across her

back and one down the center of her face.When we finally stop, I pray that the marauder

guiding me will situate his camp near Cleric Tuck, but he settles far away, leaving several

campfires between us.I don’t sleep the first night, despite my weariness. I hear the cries of

women, many of whom I recognize, toward the center of camp. Cries of desperation muffled by

grappling hands. Only women. I curl up beside the horse and pray for them not to take me next.

I don’t know why, but the earth softens beneath me until I’m lying in a sort of trough: a cradle of

soil and rock that keeps me half-hidden from the vile world around me. This is the second time

the ground beneath me behaved as if alive, and I know with assurance that it has been no

doing of mine.We rise early to gain ground on any pursuers, but my village is on the southern

edge of the city-state Amaranth, surrounded by pastoral ranges. The marauders have, at

minimum, half a day’s head start on any backup sent from the main city. No one follows us.The



air grows cooler the closer we get to the western coast, and the troop finally stops once sea

salt flavors the air. For a moment I hope we’re to be brought aship, which might give me a

chance to flee or dive as we’re moved from land to sea, but the marauders stay clear of the

beach. We camp and wait until more of their kind arrive with carts lined with bars. They loose

us from the horses and corral us without unsheathing our wrists. To my relief, I’m the last one

shoved into the cart that contains Cleric Tuck. Once the horses begin moving, I worm my way

to the back of the cart, careful to avoid the gaze of the marauders who ride to either side of it.

There is little room to sit, though some of the captives do. Cleric Tuck leans in the nook where

the wall of bars meets the wall of wood that separates us from the cart’s driver.
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